*** Annual Awards ***

AGILITY TITLES

The Oriole Club earned a total of 389 Agility Titles with 102 in United States Dog Agility Association (USDAA), 107 in North America Dog Agility Council (NADAC), 107 in American Kennel Club (AKC), 73 in Canine Performance Events (CPE). We have 41 handlers with 63 dogs earning titles. We have 22 dogs that titled in 2 venues; 6 that titled in 3 venues; 1 that earned titles in 4 venues.

The following dogs and handlers have titles at the Novice/Starters Level:

1. Richard Mathews & Sage
   CPE CL1;
2. Deborah Dean & Iselin
   CPE CL1-H;
3. Lynne Champitto & Kona
   CPE CL1-R;
4. Barbara Novak & Trouble
   AKC NF;
5. Betty Gardner & Rascal
   CPE CL1-S;
6. Betty Gardner & Sierra
   CPE CSL1-S; CSL1-R;
7. Sheila Mehring & Tommy
   NADAC TN-N-V; NAC-V;
8. Rachel Lachow & Wren
   AKC NA; NAJ;
9. Nancy Morris & Roarke
   AKC ACT1 (Agility Course Test One);
10. Nancy Morris & Manda
    AKC NAP; NJP; CPE L1T-PLT;
11. Mary Anne Dresler & Duffle
    CPE CTL2-F;
12. Sue Augat & Tally
    AKC NA; NF; USDAA SSA; AD;

The following dogs and handlers have titles at the Open/Advanced Level:

13. Suzanne Honeyman & Peach
    AKC OFP;
14. Penny Miller & Classy
    USDAA AJ;
15. Connie Miller & Hulu
    CPE CL3-S; CL3-F;
16. Judi Ruff & Charley
    AKC NA; NAJ; OA;
17. Valerie Earwood & Ansel
    AKC OAP; OJP;
18. Nancy Monseaux & Walter
    CPE CL2-H; CL3-R; CL3-H; CL3-S; CL3-F;
19. Lucille Maczis & Kix
    AKC NA; USDAA SG; SR;
20. Lucille Maczis & Cory
    NADAC O-WV-N; OJC;
21. Leslie Wharton & Layla
    AKC NA; NAJ; NF; OA; CPE CL1-R; CL1-S;
    CL1-H; CL1-F; NADAC NAC; NJC; TG-N; WV-N; TN-N; HP-N; BR-N; TN-O; WV-O;

The following dogs and handlers have titles at the Excellent/Elite/Masters Level:

22. Mary Webb & Nick
    AKC XF;
23. Linda Miles & Luna
    AKC AX; AXJ;
24. Stacey Berman & Everest  
   AKC OA; AX; AXJ; NF; UKI BID
25. Monique Bocock & Koda  
   CPE CL1;
26. Monique Bocock & Khaleesi  
   AKC MX;
27. Christy Morgan & Jolene  
   AKC NF; OF; AXJ;
28. Christy Morgan & Tiki  
   AKC MX; MXJ;
29. Felicia Wynn & Kody  
   AKC NF; OFP; XFP; NAP; CPE CL1-R; 
   CL1-H; CL1-S; CL1-F; CL2-R; CL2-H; 
   CL2-F; CL3-R; CTL4-R;

The following dogs and handlers have titles at the Highest Level:
30. Sheila Saville & Ruby  
   CPE CHJU; C-ATCH;
31. Charlotte Idleman & Torrey  
   AKC MX Gold; MXF Gold; MJ Bronze 2; 
   MACH 2; NADAC O-EAC; O-WV-E; 
   ECC; HP-E; S-EJC; S-TG-O; Open All 
   Around; Open Superior Versatility; 
   USDAAA Starters Standard; Relay; 
   Jumpers & Gamblers;
32. Lorinda McKisson & Keanu  
   AKC MXP; MFP; MJP; CPE EXCL; EXSN; 
   EXFH; EXST; EXWC; EXJU; C-ATE; 
   NADAC TN-O; WV-O; O-TG-O; S-NAC; O- 
   WV-O; O-TN-O; S-NCC; 1000 Lifetime Pts; 
   Novice Triple Superior; USDAAA Advanced 
   Performance Standard & Performance Dog;
33. Linda Hulbert & Catcher  
   AKC MXF; MJ Bronze; OAP; AXP; OJP; 
   NFP; AJP; CPE EXSN; NADAC HP-E; 
   TN-E-300; S-BR-O; O-HP-E;
34. Linda Hulbert & Porsche  
   AKC XF; MX; MXJ; MXF; T2B; CPE CHWC; 
   CHST; CHSN; CHJP; CATCH 2; NADAC 
   TG-E; O-WV-E; O-HP-O; BR-E; O-OAC; S- 
   OJC; EJC; O-TG-E; S-HP-O; S-WV-E; 2500 
   lifetime pts;
35. Gayle Lape & Stevie  
   AKC OA; OAJ;
36. Gayle Lape & Ruddy  
   AKC MX Century 2; MJ Century 2; 
   MACH 5;
37. Cindy Deubler & Jacoby  
   AKC MXJ;
38. Cindy Deubler & Gyver  
   USDAAA MAD; JM; RM; (Master Agility 
   Dog; Jumpers & Relay Masters)
39. Cindy Deubler & Buzzy  
   AKC MACH 2; MX Gold; MXP; MJP; 
   USDAAA Performance Standard; Jumpers; 
   Relay; Snooker Masters; Performance 
   Tournament Master Bronze;
40. Sharon Spies & Harriet  
   AKC NA; OA; OAJ; NADAC NAC;
41. Sharon Spies & Mimsey
   AKC MACH 2; CPE C-ATCH;
42. Sharon Spies & Claire
   AKC MACH 3; CPE C-ATCH 4;
43. Elaine O’Carroll & Brodie
   AKC MX Bronze; MXF; MJ Silver; TQX; MACH;
44. Tina Desrosiers & Elise
   AKC MX Bronze 2; Premier Jumpers Dog; MACH 3; USDAA Snooker & Relay Champion Bronze; Jumpers Champion Silver; ADCH;
45. Raimi Quiton & Harvey Milk
   NADAC NAC; O-NAC; S-NAC; OAC; O-OAC; NCC; O-NCC; S-NCC; OCC; NJC; O-NJC; TN-N; O-TN-N; S-TN-N; TN-O; O-TN-O; S-TN-O; TN-E; TG-N; O-TG-N; S-TG-N; TG-O; O-TG-O; S-TG-O; WV-N; O-WV-N; S-WV-N; WV-O; O-WV-O; HP-N; O-HP-N; S-HP-N; HP-O; BR-N; 1000 Lifetime pts; Novice Versatility;
46. Raimi Quiton & Chica
   NADAC S-TN-O; TN-E;
47. Raimi Quiton & Renly
   O-BR-E;
48. Sherry Merschoff & Cord
   AKC NJP; CPE CTL-1; CTL2-H; CTL2-F; CTL2-S; CTL3-H; CTL3-F; CTL3-S; CL3-F; CL3-H; NADAC S-TN-N;
49. Sherry Merschoff & Flint
   CPE SPCHJP; SPCHFS; SPCHCL; SPCHR; SPCHWC; CS-ATCH; CS-ATCH 2; CS-ATCH 3;
50. Ken Briefel & Max
   AKC MACH; NADAC NATCH; NATCH 2; Versatility NATCH; All Around NATCH;
51. Sue Cowles & Jordy
   AKC AXJ; CPE C-ATCH;
52. Sue Cowles & Jester
   AKC AJP; OF; AXP; CPE CHST; CHFH; C-ATCH 2;
53. Sue Cowles & Jesse
   AKC MJP; XFP; CPE C-20 (20,000 lifetime pts); C-ATCH 6; C-ATCH 7; C-ATCH 8;
54. Sue Cowles & Jayce
   AKC AJP; XFP; CPE C-ATCH 6; C-ATCH 7; 2018 CPE Nationals: High Scoring Veteran; 1st Place 12” Veteran Level C Standard; 2nd Place 12” Veterans Games;
55. Jean Wilkins & Wit
   AKC MXF Bronze; NADAC S-TG-E; 3000 Lifetime pts; EAS; EJS; O-WV-O; USDAA Performance Standard;
56. Jean Wilkins & Zephyr

AKC MJP 11; PAX 4; PACH 3; MXP 11; MJP 12; MJP Bronze 2; MXP 12; MJP 13; MXP Bronze 2; MXP 13; Master FAST Preferred Century; NADAC Versatility NATCH 7; All Around NATCH 6; NATCH 15; All Around NATCH 7; Versatility NATCH 8

57. Sally Josselyn & Paiva

USDAA Master Challenge Performance Jumper; Performance Snooker Champion; Performance Relay Champion Bronze; Performance Dog Champion Bronze; Performance Gamblers Champion Bronze; Performance Jumpers Champion Silver; Performance Tournament Master Silver; Performance Standard Champion Bronze & Silver;

58. Sally Josselyn & Baru

USDAA Masters Challenge Standard Agility Champion; Gamblers Champion Bronze & Silver; ADCH Bronze & Silver; Lifetime Achievement Award Bronze & Silver; Snooker Champion Silver & Gold; Jumpers Champion Silver & Gold; Relay Champion Gold & Platinum; Standard Champion Gold & Platinum; Tournament Master Platinum;

59. Terry Herman & Dory

AKC MXF Bronze; MXJ Silver; T2B2; USDAA Masters Challenge Standard Agility Champion; Gamblers Champion Bronze & Silver; ADCH Bronze & Silver; Lifetime Achievement Award Bronze & Silver; Snooker Champion Silver & Gold; Jumpers Champion Gold; ADCH Gold; Relay & Tournament Champion Platinum;

60. Terry Herman & Idgie

AKC Premier Agility Dog; Premier Jumper Dog; MXF Silver; MACH 4; USDAA Relay Champion Diamond; ADCH Diamond; Lifetime Achievement Award (LAA) Diamond; MPD;

61. Janet Gauntt & Legacy

USDAA AAD; ASA; AG; AR; AJ; AS; AD; SSA; SG; SJ; SR; SR;
62. Janet Gauntt & Johnny B
USDAA Agility Dog Champion - Platinum; Snooker Champion - Platinum; MC Jumpers Champion-Bronze; Gamblers Champion - Platinum; Relay Champion – Platinum; Lifetime Achievement Award-Platinum

63. Janet Gauntt & Sequel
USDAA Performance Relay Champion - Bronze; Performance Gamblers Champion - Bronze; Performance Tournament Master; Performance Gamblers Champion; Performance Jumpers Champion - Bronze; Performance Standard Champion - Bronze ; Performance Snooker Champion; Performance Relay Champion; Performance Jumpers Champion; Performance Standard Champion; Performance Dog Champion ; Performance Relay Master; Performance Snooker Master; Performance Gamblers Master; Performance Jumpers Master; Performance Standard Master; Master Performance Dog.

OBEDIENCE TITLES FOR 2018
Sue Cowles and Jordy GN
Sue Cox and Villain BN, SN-C / RN, RI, RA
Helena Dahlen and Porter RN, RI
Deborah Dean and Iselin BN / RI, RA
Valerie Earwood and Ansel OM
Joyce Engle and Sandy RN, CGC
Suzanne Honeyman and Elle RI, CGCA
Suzanne Honeyman and Peach RN, RI
Linda Hulbert and Porsche RAE
Charlotte Idleman and Torrey RA
Tamalee Kramp and Kaiser CDX
Pat Mathews and Sage CD
Chrisy Morgan and Gretchen RN
Chrisy Morgan and Jolene RN, RI
Elaine O’Carroll and Brodie OM3, 4 & 5, UDX, UDX2, OTCH
Diane Orth and Storm CDX, UD
Ann Pribyl and Molson RAE3 & 4, RM, RM2
Cher Snyder and Ryder UDX2, OM3 & 4
Paula Waterman and Thumper CDX
Mary Webb and Nick CDX, PCDX
Special Obedience and Conformation Champions for 2018

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CHAMPIONS:**
Elaine O’Carroll and Brodie

**HIGH SCORES IN NOVICE-B:**
Sue Cowles and Jester (191.5)

**HIGHEST AVERAGE IN OPEN-A:**
Diane Orth and Storm (198.2)

**UTILITY DOGS EXCELLENT:**
Elaine O’Carroll & Brodie….UDX and UDX2

**OBEDIENCE MASTERS**
Valerie Earwood and Ansel….OM
Elaine O’Carroll and Brodie….OM3, 4, 5
Cher Snyder and Ryder….OM3, 4

**AKC CONFORMATION CHAMPIONS**
Suzanne Honeyman and Blaze….GCHG
Suzanne Honeyman and Elle….GCHB
Rachel Lachow and Wren….CH
Marina Raukhverger and Ruby….CH
Marina Raukhverger and Rumba….GCH

**FLYBALL TITLES FOR 2018**
Kate Bobb and Quest
Russ Bobb and Whisper
Monique Bocock and Khaleesi
Kim Culp and Trouble
Jason DeFontes and Finn
Carle Lee Detweiler and Lessa
Carle Lee Detweiler and Pesto
Lucille Maczis and Kix
Pat Mathews and Sage
Wendy Midgette and Annie
Wendy Midgette and Judge
Connie Miller and Hulu
Penny Miller and Classy
Penny Miller and Glee
Penny Miller and Sora
Mary Mynaugh and Corey
Lauralee McGuire and Jaime
Lauralee McGuire and Sulli
Rob Novak and Sadie
Pat Parkent and Tejano
Judi Ruff and Charley

FG50K, MBDC-I-G, MBM
FDCH-G, FM, FMX, MBDC-S, MBDC-G
FMCH, Iron Dog
FD, FDX, FDCH, FDCH-S, MBD, MBDC, MBDCH, MBDCH-S
FD, FDX, FDCH, FDCH-S, FDCH-G
FMCH, ONYX
HOBIES
FXM, MBDC-G
FDCH-S, FDCH-G, FM
FGDC
FM, FDX, FDCH-G, MBDC-G, MBM
FGDC
FGDC
FD, FDX, FDCH
FD, FDX, FDCH
FM, FMX, MBDC-G
FD, FDX, FDCH
FG50K
FDCH-G, FM, MBDC, MBDC, MBDC-S
FG50K
FMCH, MBDC-G
Charling Schilling and Andi FGDCH, FG40K
Charling Schilling and Casey HOBBES
Kelly Welch and Bella FMCH
Special Flyball Champion Titles for 2018

ONYX = 20,000 Points
Carle Lee Detweiler and Lessa

FGDCH = 30,000 Points
Wendy Midgette and Annie
Connie Miller and Hulu
Penny Miller and Classy
Charlene Schilling and Andi

40,000 Points
Charlene Schilling and Andi

50,000 Points
Kate Bobb and Quest
Pat Parkent and Tejano

60,000 Points
Lauralee McGuire and Sulli

HOBBES AWARD 100,000 Pts
Carle Lee Detweiler and Pesto
Charlene Schilling and Casey

IRON DOG AWARD
(10 Years Competing in Flyball)
Monique Bocock and Khaleesi
Carle Lee Detweiler and Pesto
Pat Parkent and Tejano

ODTC Sidekick Award
Lauralee McGuire and Sulli

TRACKING, FREESTYLE AND NOSE WORK TITLES FOR 2018

TRACKING
Linda Hulbert and Catcher TDU…. (Tracking Dog Urban)

FREESTYLE
Jo Kendig and Pixie MFD-MNP…. (Master Novice with Props)

NOSE WORK
Lynne Champitto and Kona NW1
Sue Cox and Villain NW1, NW2 / SIN, SBN, SCN
Helena Dahlen and Porter NW1, NW2 / SWN & SIA
Deborah Dean and Iselin SIN, SCN
Mary Anne Dresler and Dolce NW1
Joyce Engle and Sandy NW1 / SIN, SCN, SBN
Linda Grskovich and Laska NW1
Don Grskovich and Broker L2I, L2V, ELT-CH
Linda Harrison and Scout NW1
Suzanne Honeyman and Elle SWN
Debra Kaminski and Indy L1I, NW2
Rachel Lachow and Pippi NW1
Michele Long and Ginger L1I, L1E & L2C, NW3-C, NW3-E, NW3-I,
NW3-V, NW3, NW3X2, NW3-ELT
Adrien Meckley and Scruffy NW1
Chrisy Morgan and Jolene  SCN, SIN
Barbara Novak and Trouble  NW1, NW2, NW3, NW3X2, NW3-C, NW3-E, NW3-I, NW3-V / SWN & SIA
Cathy Ogle and Mika  NW3X2, NW3-ELT
Marge Paulding and Jackson  L1C / SCN, SIN, SEN, SBN, SWN, SCNE (Elite) SCA, SEA
Marina Raukhverger and Rumba  NW1 / SCN
Jacqueline Reardon and Blake  NW3X2, NW3-C, NW3-E, NW3-V & L1E, L1V & L2C
Jacqueline Reardon and Chip  NW3, NW3-E, NW3-V and L2I
Sara Tagget and Desi  NW1, NW2 / SWN
Hazel Troendle and Dream  NW1
Leslie Wharton and Layla  L1V & L2C, L2E, L2I, ELTX3, ELT-CH, SMT, SMTX2

**BARN HUNT, TRICKS, FAST CAT AND CGC TITLES FOR 2018**

**BARN HUNT**

Monique Bocock and Koda  RATO
Lynne Champitto and Kona  RATN, RATO
Sue Cox and Villain  RATN, RATO
Helena Dahlen and Porter  RATN
Deborah Dean and Iselin  CZ8S
Tina Hayden and Riggo  RATN
Linda Hulbert and Catcher  CZ8B
Linda Hulbert and Porsche  CZ8B
Wendy Midgette and Aztec  RATN
Connie Miller and Hulu  RATCH, RATCHX / CZ8B
Chrisy Morgan and Jolene  RATN
Suzanne Moran and Brandy  RATCH
Elaine O’Carroll and Brodie  RATN
Marina Raukhverger and Ruby  RATN
Marina Raukhverger and Rumba  RATS, RATM, RATCH
Charlene Schilling and Andi  RATCHX4, RATCHX5
Charlene Schilling and Casey  RATCHX2
Hazel Troendle and Dream  RATN
Hazel troendle and fiber  CZ8S, CZ8G, CZ8P
Jean Wilkins and Wit  CZ8S
Jean Wilkins and Zephyr  CZ8B
Special Nose Work and Barn Hunt Champions for 2018

NOSE WORK

NW3
Michele Long and Ginger
Barbara Novak and Trouble
Jacqueline Reardon and Chip

NW3 ELITE
Michele Long and Ginger
Cathy Ogle and Mika
Leslie Wharton and Layla…Elite 2 and 3

ELITE CHAMPIONS
Don Grskovich and Broker
Leslie Wharton and Layla

SUMMIT
Leslie Wharton and Layla….SMT 1 and 2

K9 SNIFFERS AWARD
Sue Cox and Villain

TRICK DOG TITLES FOR 2018

Jackie Aiken and Fritzi TKN
Stacey Cromer Berman and Everest TKN, TKI
Monique Bocock and Koda TKN
Ken Briefel and Max TKN, CGC
Lynne Champitto and Kona TKN, TKI, TKA
Sue Cowles and Jayce TKN
Sue Cowles and Jesse TKN
Sue Cowles and Jester TKN
Sue Cowles and Jody TKN
Sue Cowles and Jordy TKN
Kim Culp and Trouble TKN, CGC
Tricia Dunseith and Edge TKN, TKI, TKA, CGC
Tricia Dunseith and Kharma TKN, TKI, TKA
Tricia Dunseith and Tristan TKN, TKI, TKA
Suzanne Honeyman and Blaze TKN, CGC
Suzanne Honeyman and Peach TKN, TKI, CGCA
Charlotte Idleman and Torrey TKA
Debra Kaminski and Timber TKN, TKI
Jo Kendig and Noaah TKN
Rachel Lachow and Wren TKN, CGC
Lucille Maczis and Cory TKI
Sheila Mehring and Brenne TKN, CGC
Sherry Merschoff and Flint TKN, CGC
Wendy Midgette and Aztec TKN, CGC
Chrissy Morgan and Gretchen TKN
Chrissy Morgan and Jolene TKN, TKI, TKA, CGC
Nancy Morris and Manda TKN, THDN
Lorinda McKisson and Diesel TKI
Elaine O’Carroll and Brodie TKN
Ann Pribyl and Bailey TKN, CGC
Sharon Spies and Harriet TKN, TKI, TKA
Hazel Troendle and Dream TKN, TKI, CGC
Felicia Wynn and Kody TKE…. (Elite)
Janet Gauntt and Legacy TKN, TKI
Janet Gauntt and Johnny B TKN, TKI, TKA
Janet Gauntt and Sequel TKN, TKI, TKA

**FAST CAT TITLES FOR 2018**

Sue Cox and Villain DCAT
Deborah Dean and Iselin FCAT
Carle Lee Detweiler and Lessa BCAT, DCAT
Carle Lee Detweiler and Pesto BCAT
Mary Anne Dresler and Innanna BCAT
Betty Gardner and Rascal BCAT
Betty Gardner and Sierra BCAT
Linda Grskovich and Laska BCAT, DCAT
Suzanne Honeyman and Blaze FCAT
Suzanne Honeyman and Elle DCAT
Suzanne Honeyman and Gene DCAT
Suzanne Honeyman and Peach DCAT
Lucille Maczis and Cory BCAT
Lucille Maczis and Kix BCAT
Penny Miller and Classy BCAT
Barbara Novak and Trouble BCAT
Marina Raukhverger and Ruby BCAT
Marina Raukhverger and Rumba BCAT
Jacqueline Reardon and Blake BCAT, DCAT
Judy Ruff and Charley BCAT
Sharon Spies and Harriet BCAT
Hazel Troendle and Dream BCAT
Hazel Troendle and Fiber BCAT
Kelley Welch and Bella BCAT
PERFORMANCE DOG AWARDS FOR 2018

Performance Dogs
Ken Briefel and Max  Agility and Tricks
Kim Culp and Trouble  Flyball and Tricks
Carle Detweiler and Pesto  Flyball and Lure Coursing
Joyce Engle and Sandy  Obedience and Nose Work
Linda Harrison and Scout  Herding and Nose Work
Tina Hayden and Riggo  Flyball and Barn Hunt
Penny Miller and Glee  Agility and Flyball
Chrsy Morgan and Gretchen  Obedience and Tricks
Lauralee McGuire and Jaime  Flyball and Disc Dog
Diene Orth and Storm  Obedience and Field
Paula Waterman and Thumper  Conformation and Obedience
Kelley Welch and Bella  Flyball and Lure Coursing
Leslie Wharton and Layla  Agility and Nose Work
Felicia Wynn and Kody  Agility and Tricks

Performance Dogs Excellent
Stacey Cromer Berman & Everest  Conformation, Agility and Tricks
Monique Bocock and Koda  Agility, Barn Hunt and Tricks
Lynne Champitto and Kona  Agility, Nose Work, Barn Hunt and Tricks
Sue Cowles and Jayce  Obedience, Agility and Tricks
Sue Cowles and Jesse  Obedience, Agility and Tricks
Sue Cowles and Jester  Obedience, Agility and Tricks
Sue Cowles and Jody  Obedience, Agility and Tricks
Sue Cowles and Jordy  Obedience, Agility and Tricks
Helena Dahlen and Porter  Obedience, Nose Work, Barn Hunt & Tricks
Carle Lee Detweiler and Lessa  Flyball, Lure Coursing and Dock Diving
Mary Anne Dresler and Dolce  Obedience, Agility and Nose Work
Tricia Dunseith and Kharma  Obedience, Agility, Field and Tricks
Tricia Dunseith and Tristan  Obedience, Field and Tricks
Betty Gardner and Rascal  Barn Hunt, N W, Agility and Lure Coursing
Linda Grskovich and Laska  Conformation, Nose Work & Lure Coursing
Suzanne Honeyman and Blaze  Conformation, Field, Lure Coursing & Tricks
Charlotte Idleman and Torrey  Obedience, Agility, Barn Hunt and Tricks
Rachel Lachow and Wren  Conformation, Agility, L. Coursing & Tricks
Lucille Maczis and Kix  Flyball, Agility and Lure Coursing
Pat Mathews and Sage  Obedience, Flyball and Agility
Sherry Merschoff and Flint  Obedience, Agility and Tricks
Wendy Midgette and Aztec  Conformation, Barn Hunt and Tricks
Penny Miller and Classy  Flyball, Agility and Lure Coursing
Nancy Morris and Manda  Agility, Nose Work, Tricks and Therapy
Elaine O’Carroll and Brodie
Obedience, Agility, Barn Hunt and Tricks

Judi Ruff and Charley
Flyball, Agility and Lure Coursing

Hazel Troendle and Dream
Nose Work, Barn Hunt, L. Coursing

**Performance Dog Champions**

Sue Cox and Villain
Obedience, Nose Work, Barn Hunt, Lure Coursing and Dock Diving

Deborah Dean and Iselin
Obedience, DockDiving, Barn Hunt, Agility, Tricks,

Suzanne Honeyman and Elle
Conformation, Obedience, Agility, Barn Hunt, Field,

Suzanne Honeyman & Peach
Conformation, Agility, Field, Lure Coursing & Tricks

Lucille Maczis & Cory
Obedience, Freestyle, Agility, Flyball, Tricks and Lure Coursing

Chrisy Morgan and Jolene
Obedience, Agility, Nose Work, Barn Hunt & Tricks

Marina Raukhverger and Ruby
Conformation, Obedience, Lure Coursing, Barn Hunt and Dock Diving

Marina Raukhverger and Rumba
Conformation, Obedience, Lure Coursing, Barn Hunt, Dock Diving and Nose Work

Hazel Troendle and Fiber
Barn Hunt and Lure Coursing

**ODTC Annual Award Winners for 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Winners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Jo Kendig Award:</td>
<td>Kat Edrington and Nancy Monseaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sidekick Award:</td>
<td>Lauralee McGuire and Sulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The K9 Sniffers Nose Work Award:</td>
<td>Sue Cox and Villain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Blanche Saunders Award:</td>
<td>Elaine O’Carroll and Brodie (199.2) Open-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Oriole Award:</td>
<td>Tamalee Kramp and Kaiser (193.3) Open-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prince Award:</td>
<td>Rose Kane and Moose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIO for the Recipient of the 2018 Sidekick Award**
This year’s recipient is a long time flyball instructor. She attends practices each week with commitment to the sport, team and students. This person repeatedly shares expertise and advice to students and seasoned flyball'ers alike.
The dog portion of the team is equally steadfast. He is a true athlete who can be used with green dogs to teach confidence, passing, and not to chase. This dog is even adept enough to teach green handlers how to run dogs! He can run anywhere in the line-up, pass any dog without issue, is consistent in the lanes, and rarely makes mistakes.

The handler portion of the team can always be counted on. This person steps up to do whatever task that needs doing, often offering to help anyone on the team who needs it.

This is a hardworking and multi-talented team that is truly deserving of our club’s highest Flyball Award.

This year’s Sidekick Annual Award winner is Lauralee McGuire and Sulli.
The person chosen for this year’s Prince Award is very deserving of our club’s highest recognition.

This member has taught classes under 3 of our 4 training directors. I am sure, given the opportunity, that this member will get that 4th category in.

This member has energy to spare. Their enthusiasm and willingness to help are truly amazing. I have never seen this member in ODTC’s building when they are not helping in some form or another. Either teaching, helping someone out or volunteering at an event while still finding time to work their own dogs. If an event advertises that help is needed, you can count on this member to show up and help. You can see this member working at any event that they attend.

This member’s dog is titled in Flyball but has trained in agility, disc dog, dock diving, obedience and tricks. More activities are most likely in their future.

The recipient for the Prince Award this year is Rose Kane and Moose.